Recently I was taking a walk and it happened I was crossing a park where an exhibit of children's paintings were the theme. The exhibit was about stray animals, and specifically cats and dogs. In the little bazaar people passing could purchase some of the paintings children made no older than 9 or 10 years old. The funds went to homeless shelters of animals.

Upon looking at all the portraits that children had painted, most of them had Egyptian themes. Bastet and decorated cats with jewelry, pyramids, the all-seeing eye of Egypt on the paintings. Other paintings had Anubis or a dog or both. Clearly the fame of Bastet or Anubis, and all the Gods of Egypt is still very big in our hearts and soul when we are young.

Tell me have you ever asked or remember a kid from your school that was asked: "who do you want to be, Anubis, Set, Zeus or Jesus" and they literally told you "Jesus"? You will never find such a child in this world and why? Because in children lives copious wisdom. It takes a lot of mental enslavement to receive this answer, which is rarely present in pure souls.

It is this state the enemy is fighting against with disinformation and bombarding the mind with lies. Even in an era where the Gods are literally barraged with the existence of the enemy's churches and lies, our Gods still ruling over the hearts of the young.

The enemy does their earnest to spread their poison and nullify this part of the soul before it is "too late" for them. Their hoax cannot stand, as it has no roots in our souls or in our heart. They are racing time on every birth of a Gentile worldwide, doing everything they can to sedate our hearts and minds.

All one has to do to return into Paganism, is to just let Gentiles literally live without a consistent barrage of darkness and ignorance coming from the enemy. It's in our soul.

Most children are booming with interest and love for the Ancient Gods. Egyptian Gods are a very famous and cool theme for children, and any child will find beauty or adoration in at least one of the Gods. The enemy can bombard the minds of children all day with "Jesus" and "Christianity", but it all remains unappealing.
Children are in a state where cultural programming and other mental viruses have not yet set roots into their hearts and souls. And what does come out from these souls? Adoration for the Gods, beautiful imagery, common sense.

If we let human beings without all the enemy programming for just a couple of decades, most people would be rebuilding Egypt or the Ancient Civilizations now. As one top Rabbi mentioned, the "Souls of the Gentiles come from the Satanic Sphere". The essence of the soul is still very strong when we are all young, and it dominates even the mind.

As we grow, the mind takes over, and the more years pass, it becomes more difficult to maintain this level of soulfulness. The people who keep their soul alive or are still internally alive, always in some way are around the Gods, around nature, following some passion - doing whatever the enemy strictly forbids.

Maybe they don't worship the Gods per se, but they engage in informal worship through being partakers in their beauties in this world. Even this is enough to maintain one into life. To cut off from this is a human being that dies and withers away.

Just look at a broken record in your Bible belt. Withered away, these creatures go around like living zombies, trying to preach things they don't even have inside them or ever known. "God", "Eternal Life", "The Word Of God", "The Soul" and so on. They have nothing of this.

Walking around like zombies on recruitment mode, they want you to join them so you will have nothing either. Then you can both be siphoned together into nothingness. What happened to these people between their youth and where has their Satanic Soul gone? Well, they sold it for a buck at a Rabbi down the nasty alleyway, a few meters from the corner of ignorance. They sold their soul over some strange lies the Rabbi told them about their Gods.

And that is their punishment: It's not only not the mind that rules them in their mature age, but it's the absence of mind and soul that they are suffering from.

But this is their hope: in their children they will see again the resurgence of their soul. Many of us here have been the blood of this resurgence, the spirit of the blood that came out and decided it would not be subverted.

Years from now, our children and the children of our children will be thanking us: We Will have liberated their Souls and broke the chain of a long enslavement.

Through this, the Gods will live again.
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